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MD6936: Autodesk Inventor’s iLogic environment is an extremely powerful tool for configured
design development, however it can also be utilized to generate smart templates and forms to
hasten daily tasks. Simple user interfaces to drag and drop parameters and iProperties to a user
interface with no need for programming. Form definitions can be document specific and saved with a
design document or stored for use across multiple documents. This class will introduce simple iLogic
routines as well as simple form creation to enhance design productivity for common tasks.

Learning Objectives
At the end of this class, you will be able to:


Develop simple iLogic rules to control design intent and compliancy.



Control how iLogic rules and forms are triggered by users.



Construct a form in Inventor to control drawing title blocks and borders.



Enhance the reporting and tracking of your important design data.
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human dimensions of implementation. His expertise has helped his clients maximize their
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Autodesk Inventor Design Automation
There are many different ways to approach design automation and reduce tedious tasks inside of
Autodesk Inventor. Essentially users learn about these different methodologies through different levels of
complexity.

When you are first introduced to a 3D parametric modeler, the usage of parameters and equations are at
the forefront of the design intent or design for change conversations. As users mature, they start to learn
about iParts, iAssemblies, and spreadsheet driven models to create design configurations. The next
evolution of automation develops from the need to create configurations of a design where it is difficult to
lock down a manageable set of configurable parameter In this situation, the iLogic module is the perfect
solution.
The highest level of automation is when you have a need for advanced programming and configuration
that goes beyond what iLogic can do. For instance, if you make large carbon fiber ovens and you want a
custom application to take your design cycle down from 2 weeks to 2 hours you will need to incorporate
programming. This highest level of automation is the most time consuming and therefore costly. In many
situations with the proper ROI calculations it can easily makes sense.
The iLogic module of Autodesk Inventor will be our focus for this course. This portion of the software has
the ability to grant us a large reduction in tedious, mind numbing tasks that seem to erode our work days.
This can include simple part creation and metadata enforcement.
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Autodesk Inventor iLogic Overview
The Autodesk Inventor iLogic module was originally introduced as a third party application from a
company named Logimetrix. Autodesk purchased Logimetrix in late 2008 and has been incorporating the
software into Autodesk Inventor for a number of years. iLogic was initially available as an add-on for
Subscription customers and then fully integrated into Inventor 2011. iLogic extends the use of Inventor
attributes and parameters to develop to full-fledged rule based conditional design. Most notable of these
types of conditions are If-Then and Case statements which are unavailable inside the traditional
Parameters dialog box.

Beyond just basic conditional statements, iLogic also has the ability to perform actions on files when
certain triggers are initiated as well as run math, calculations, and VB scripts.
The iLogic module also empowers the user to be able to create their own design forms without the need
for an outside program to write the Visual Basic .dll code.
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The iLogic Interface
The interface for iLogic has to be enabled after a default installation since this module is not assumed to
be used by every user. There are a few critical interface elements to be aware of.

iLogic Browser: Pretty much everything you need to manipulate your Rules and Forms. You can turn
this on and dock it with your Model Browser or let it float in the graphical canvas.

Rule Editor: This is where you create and edit code that defines the conditions of your iLogic rules. You
get to this dialog by either adding a new rule or right clicking on an existing rule and choosing Edit.
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Parameters
The Autodesk Inventor Parameters dialog box is very important when using iLogic. One of the most key
concepts of parametric design is the proper use of parameters. To use iLogic to its fullest, requires the
use of parameters to not only control design criteria, but also to allow easy modification of the design
criteria

Parameters can be renamed and accessed without having to constantly open this dialog box. For
instance when you see this icon
in an Edit Dimension box or Feature Dialog box, you can list a
named parameter to link to the new parametric dimension.

A named parameter is any parameter that does not carry the default d* value where the * indicates a
unique identifier number. These are some rules for naming parameters…





Parameters cannot start with a number
Parameters are case sensitive (Length and length can both be used)
Parameters cannot have spaces (you can use underscore instead)
Numeric Parameters have reserved names that are used by Inventor and cannot be used (H, h,
V, T, etc)

More specialized to the iLogic module you will also find True / False and Text parameter types that will
aid in rule creation and execution. There is also an option to make a parameter a list of available values.
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Creating an iLogic Part Template
How many times a day do you create a new part, sketch a simple shape, extrude it, and add metadata, all
the while maintaining company procurement policy and tracking enforcement? Do you occasionally
design parts that are similar yet take considerable time to become familiar with the design each time?

With iLogic you can reduce dependence on cubicle charts for such things as material sizing and policy
conformance by creating a start part for the typical designs. Using a start part, the model can already
contain geometry as well as any established design criteria that must and always be incorporated. The
days of educating interns on why we can’t buy that thickness of steel or why we have to split the sheet
metal into two parts because we can’t buy plates that big has never been easier

Want to make sure that tracking data you store in Vault or need on a title block is filled out? Incorporate
the metadata into your start parts or add prompts that enforce a user to fill them out before they leave the
file and move on to the next.
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Simple Rule Writing
Before you jump right into creating a new iLogic rule you need to ensure that your model is meeting your
design criteria and is flexible enough to allow the software to perform your intended operations. If you
model a part and then tell a rule to do an operation that would otherwise cause an error you may be
finding that you are fighting the code when you should be adjusting the underlying parametric values in
the model. Test your model by flexing the parameters in the ranges you want as well as removing
features that may be suppressed during the course of your coding. Ensure that proper references will not
be damaged by that suppression.
Another benefit of incorporating start parts and iLogic templates in motion is
that you can have a unified method of creating standard shapes so they can
be consumed properly downstream in an assembly or drawing. If you build
a plate that is symmetrically placed around the origin planes and then it
changes in an expected manner, it will make the assembly using those
origin places that much more robust latter in the process.
Adding Rules
To add a new rule to a design simply select the Add Rule from the iLogic Panel or right click in the iLogic
Browser and choose the option. Filling out a new name and selecting OK will then launch the rule editor.
The Rule Editor
The dialog that iLogic uses is a rather robust environment for coding.
Inside the dialog you have access to common Inventor functions in the
Snippets portion of the window. You can also save your own Custom
Snippets to an external file and load them on a reinstall or to another
machine. There are already some pretty fun ones in there such as
Windows Speech to talk back to you if you do something wrong (if you
use it as an office prank I want a nickel though).
Multiple Tabs stretch across the top of the dialog to enable selection of information from the various
sources of the model. You can also quickly capture the current state of a parameter or feature as well as
copy names so you do not have to retype them and risk a typo. The editor even comes with some
predefined Wizards to hasten the coding process for new users.
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In the coding area of the dialog there is a set of standard conditional statements and the common editing
tools as well such as cut, copy, and paste.

Color Coding
The iLogic window will automatically color code your code with what it thinks you are trying to input. This
helps you identify the key components of the code and is great for troubleshooting. Keep in mind that the
syntax of your code will have to be written correctly in allow the snippet to run properly. This may mean
putting a text string in place of where you put just a name.







Red: Conditional Statements (If, then, and, or, case, etc)
Green: Text Strings, if you put “” around your text it will convert to this
Blue: Validated parameter names, remember these are case sensitive
Black: Values, by default will use the Document Settings for the unit
Purple: Inventor Functions to read or write values
Reddish Brown: Variables store in the code, also the color of invalidated parameter names

Comments Appreciated
As with any program that you write it is important to take notes and leave breadcrumbs where you can to
help you either troubleshoot the code or add to it after being away from it. Commenting also has the
benefit of allowing others to learn from your programs when they see them. To comment a line in the
Rule Editor simple put an apostrophe at the beginning of the line or select multiple lines and use the
Comment button on the editing tools. Use the Uncomment button to clear a comment. Commenting and
Uncommenting is great for trouble shooting code, not just adding informational details.

Rule Processing
Remember these traits about rules as you are setting them up.





Rules are run in the order in which they appear in the browser.
If more than one rule references a parameter that changes, the rule that appears first in the list
runs first. It happens regardless of how the parameter is changed.
You can use the Event Triggers command to change the rule order in the list associated with
document events, independent of the main iLogic Browser list.
When a rule is finished being written in the Rule Editor it will automatically run unless the option
for suppression on the Rule Editor’s Options Tab is set.
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User Form Creation
The ability to fill something out in a form is paramount to working effectively. A form can eliminate the
need to go to multiple windows and dialog boxes to accomplish the same result. You do not need to have
any actual rules in your design to use a form, although they usually do go hand in hand.
To add a form, simply right click in the Form tab of the iLogic Browser or click Form in the iLogic
Expanded Panel in the Ribbon. Immediately you will be presented with a drag and drop interface to
develop forms in the fraction of the time it would take to use .NET to code something similar.
In this Form builder you can add Parameters, Rules, and iProperties as well as customize the input
methods. You can use slider bars for value interpretation as well as different visual methods for listing
values such as Combo, Radio and List boxes.

Depending on how much data you have to put in a Form you can also organize it by Groups and Tabs.
For instance, maybe all of your sizing is in the first tab, iProperties are in the second tab and in that tab
you have initial design tracking and production tracking in separate groups.
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Triggering Events
Triggers allow iLogic to perform the operations (execute the rules) at designated times in the course of
using the software. There are some triggers that need to be manually initiated and others can be
programmed to run during specified events in the software. By default rules will run automatically in
response to changes in parametric values if the parameters are used directly as variables in the rule. So
how do we tell a rule to run when we want to? Let’s discuss three ways to run rules.
RunRule Snippet
You can actually run a rule while inside a rule in order to process it either during the execution of the
current rule or after the current rule has processed. Useful for rules that are not normally event triggered.
iTrigger
The iTrigger method allows two things to happen. Primarily it will run a rule that has the trigger code in it
and secondly it will allow for counting purposes how many times a rule is triggered. The latter being a
programmers statistic.
To setup the iTrigger simply click the iTrigger command once in the iLogic Browser. This will create a
parameter called iTrigger0. In your rule add the following: localtrigger=iTrigger0. Once added, everytime
you click the iTrigger that rule will execute. I use this all the time to launch my forms without having to
have the iLogic Browser open. I just add it to my Quick Access Toolbar or my right click menu.
localtrigger=iTrigger0
iLogicForm.Show("Clip Configuration", FormMode.Modal)
Event Triggers
This is the most common type of Trigger allowing you to assign events that will trigger for different rules.
In general, when the event happens the rule executes. The available events/triggers vary slightly for the
different types of Inventor files.

There are some triggers to avoid based on how you use your design software. For instance the trigger
called Close Document has trouble working with Vault due to the fact that Vault may delete your working
copy in the process of running the rule.
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Place iLogic Component in Assembly
The Place iLogic Component command is used to add a configured copy of an iLogic component into an
assembly. However, it also has a lot to offer when there are no iLogic rules in sight. Inserting a
component using this option exposes the component’s parameters, allowing the user to make changes
before the copy is placed. If Key parameters are checked, they are the only ones displayed for change.
Component parameters can also be mapped to assembly parameters, allowing the assembly to drive the
configuration of the inserted component without a separate manual linking.

An “-01” is added to the name of the new file(s), which are created in the parent assembly’s directory. If
the inserted component is an assembly, any library or Content Center files are reused; otherwise, all
components are copied.
The Insert iLogic Component functionality rounds out Inventor’s toolbox very nicely, fitting somewhere
between the Save and Replace Component command and iPart functionality. The inserted version is an
independent copy, rather than a linked family member. Given all this, the tool’s ability to handle iLogic
rules could be considered icing on the cake.
When iLogic rules are in play, Forms can replace the key parameters window and can be told to launch
on placement or suppressed to get the key parameters box.
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Creating an iLogic Assembly Template
The idea of an iLogic Assembly Template by itself does not mean as much to some as it does to others,
but depending on how your business processes work, it can be a very productive tool. If everything you
design is similar and the differences comes from customer request and not company catalog lists, then
this is the type of configuration that will make your day more productive.
Consider for a moment that even though you think your design is standard, there are factors which are
not. Customers love to give us challenges in our design criteria to suit their purposes, we lament to give
them these sometimes or can’t find in our busy schedules to get their custom sized quotes out to them in
an efficient manner. Once our customer has them, how likely are they to buy our product when it shows a
standard piece instead of their requested custom or even buy at all for that matter? How many quotes go
out with orders coming back? How many deals are lost because the customer doesn’t think you captured
their initial request? How many times are you requested to supply a CAD Model but don’t want to give
away the farm?
The answer to the productivity vacuum called quoting can be mitigated through sales configurators. Let’s
take this Disk Pack Coupling as an example. We have a design with multiple series configurations that
have their own design limitations. Our customers can pick any series and then specify within a range of
values how big each end of the coupling is for the shaft connection. If we had this in an iAssembly it
would be completely unmanageable due to the factor of that unknown customer input.

Furthermore, we have more productivity gains to be had by utilizing a sales configurator, especially if we
are using Configurator 360 to hold our products for customer consumption. With our customers coming
to us with more information and better understanding of our configurations before the sales process truly
starts we can forego lengthy design discussions or sizing issues.
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Also consider having an externally facing de-featured sales configurator if you really care about protecting
intellectual property, if your design has no restrictions, a fully featured sales configurator is even better
since the model will already be generated and ready for production.

Spec sheet for the LP2 Disk Pack Coupler. Dataset will be provided on the Autodesk University page.
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Creating an iLogic Drawing Template
One of my favorite uses of iLogic has to be the automation of filling out a Title Block in Inventor as well as
easily adjusting the sheet formats. I commonly see customers use Prompted Entries in their drawings
which is a poor way to fill things out since no Prompted Entry is indexed in Vault and has to be re-entered
from sheet to sheet in a drawing. If you are using iProperties instead for this reason, the process of
opening the iProperties window and cycling through different dialog tabs and meticulously modifying
Custom iProperties can also take its toll of clicks and mouse movement.
Here we have a form that takes Standard iProperties, Custom iProperties, and Multi-Value Parameters
and builds a clean form for users to fill out whenever they need to.

There is an immense amount of programming you could do with the Drawing Environment and iLogic, but
metadata and sizing are the easiest elements to incorporate and have the best short term productivity
boosts. Other methods of drawing automation include having a drawing linked to a model and
automatically adjusting the view scale and sheet based on overall sizing of the CAD model. This latter
method serves it purpose well with configurators, but can also cause you to jump down a rabbit hole of
programming to get everything just right every time.
There are still unique challenges in the drawing environment especially if you are trying to set up a drop
down of dynamic values without tedious editing as well. One workaround is given as a reference at the
end of this course for those specific conditions.
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Local and Global Options
Since iLogic rules and forms are stored internally in the file,
the need for a global update of a rule is often discussed.
There is not an easy way to batch a rule to update across
other files without really opening each one and changing
them. Some third party tools have been developed as a
code injector to assist in this, but there is an easier way if
you do it right from the beginning.
In the Application Options expanded panel, we can specify
external locations for our iLogic rules. What this allows us
to do is to store our rules externally and be able to
regenerate them when needed and change them on a larger
scale than local rules and user forms.

Once we have this directory set for each user
we can have our rules safely stored outside
the files. This also allows the company to
lock down the write protection of the rules so
users do not alter the design intent without
approval from the team.

To add an external rule you can either have one already written and simply add it from the iLogic Browser
or you can create a new one inside your file so that you can validate common parameters and
iProperties. Anything listed in the Global Forms or the External Rules will be available in your iLogic
Browser all the time. The only real caveat to this external setup is to make sure you parameters match
from file to file. If you use Custom iProperties you code them be generated if they do not exist.

Forms can be copied and pasted from the Forms tab to the Global Forms without the need to recreate it.
I have noticed when I repair an installation or upgrade versions of software, that there have been some
problems in the past with the Global From not showing up and needing to be recreated. I would
recommend proper documentation of how you built the form just in case you need to rebuild it.
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End Statement
The Autodesk Inventor iLogic module allows us to really customize how we do things
in the software. Sometimes we take for granted how many times we push the same
buttons over and over again instead of having something push the buttons for us.
Standardizing CAD model templates, sales templates, and drawing title blocks can
really reduce our daily grind of button mashing and mouse movements with very little
effort up front.
An important thing to remember in all of this, is that even if you are not the best user at writing code, it’s a
skill that develops with practical experience. You already know a lot more about your designs than the
next guy, you just need to be able to write your statements like you live them. You will have stumbles,
you will have error codes, but in the end you will learn from them and get better each time. Don’t boil the
ocean at first, do something that is easily attainable and produces an ROI on time immediately.
Otherwise you may fall into this loop shown below.

Together we can save time in tracking down metadata mishaps, reducing constraint failures, saving a tree
by not having to reprint a drawing that is missing one tiny piece of data, and most of all cleaning up our
cubicle wall of procurement charts and policies because our software finally knows better. It knows better
because we told it so.
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Additional Code Examples
Inventor Update and Active View Fit
Beneficial for when size changes force the geometry to be larger than your current zoom level.
InventorVb.DocumentUpdate(True)
ThisApplication.ActiveView.Fit
iLogic Code Injector
Process Rules and Event Triggers to legacy files.
http://beinginventive.typepad.com/being-inventive/2012/02/injecting-ilogic-code-and-ilogic-event-triggersautomatically.html
Multi-Value Text Parameter to Custom iProperty
Useful when you want a nice updatable dropdown for a title block form and also want it to be a Custom
iProperty so it can be indexed and utilized correctly in the Form.
http://blogs.rand.com/manufacturing/2012/09/inventor-ilogic-multi-value-text-parameter-to-customiproperty.html
While Loop to Back Solve a Calculation
Useful for maintaining a target value while changing an unknown to accommodate the change
http://blogs.rand.com/manufacturing/2011/12/if-this-thenleveraging-ilogic-using-a-while-loop-to-backsolvea-calculation.html
Emulate a Table Driven Part with Lookups
Don’t want to embed a spreadsheet or deal with iParts or iAssemblies?
http://blogs.rand.com/manufacturing/2011/12/if-this-then-ilogic.html
Mass to Custom iProperties
Want to get your mass reporting under control?
http://blogs.rand.com/manufacturing/2011/07/inventor-ilogic-mass-to-custom-iproperties.html
Lastly, if you do not check out Curtis Waguespack’s From the Trenches Blog, you are missing out on a lot
of great code to aid in design.
http://inventortrenches.blogspot.com/
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